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The Feuerbach Point and Reflections of the Euler Line

Jan Vonk

Abstract. We investigate some results related to the Feuerbach point, and use a
theorem of Hatzipolakis to give synthetic proofs of the facts that the reflections of
OI in the sidelines of the intouch and medial triangle all concur at the Feuerbach
point. Finally we give some results on certain reflections of the Feuerbachpoint.

1. Poncelet point

We begin with a review of the Poncelet point of a quadruple of pointsW , X, Y ,
Z. This is the point of concurrency of
(i) the nine-point circles of trianglesWXY , WXZ, XY Z, WY Z,
(ii) the four pedal circles ofW , X, Y , Z with respect toXY Z, WY Z, WXZ,
WXY respectively.
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Figure 1.

Basic properties of the Poncelet point can be found in [4]. LetI be the incenter
of triangleABC. The Poncelet point ofI, A, B, C is the famous Feuerbach point
Fe, as we show in Theorem 1 below. In fact, we can find a lot more circles passing
throughFe, using the properties mentioned in [4].

Theorem 1. The nine-point circles of trianglesAIB, AIC, BIC are concurrent
at the Feuerbach pointFe of triangleABC.
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Proof. The Poncelet point ofA, B, C, I must lie on the pedal circle ofI with re-
spect to triangleABC, and on the nine-point circle of triangleABC (see Figure
1). Since these two circles have only the Feuerbach pointFe in common, it must
be the Poncelet point ofA, B, C, I. �

A second theorem, conjectured by Antreas Hatzipolakis, involves three curious
triangles which turn out to have some very surprising and beautiful properties. We
begin with an important lemma, appearing in [9] as Lemma 2 with a synthetic
proof. The midpoints ofBC, AC, AB are labeledD, E, F .
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We shall adopt the notations of [9]. Given a triangleABC, let D, E, F be the
midpoints of the sidesBC, CA, AB, andX, Y , Z the points of tangency of the
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incircle with these sides. LetAb andAc be the orthogonal projections ofA on the
bisectorsBI andCI respectively. Similarly defineBc, Ba, Ca, Cb (see Figure 3).

Lemma 2. (a)Ab andAc lie onEF .
(b) Ab lies onXY , Ac lies onXZ.

Similar statements are true forBa, Bc andCa, Cb.

We are now ready for the second theorem, stated in [6]. An elementary proof
was given by Khoa Lu Nguyen in [7]. We give a different proof, relying on the
Kariya theorem (see [5]), which states that ifX ′, Y ′, Z ′ are three points onIX,
IY , IZ with IX′

IX
= IY ′

IY
= IZ′

IZ
= k, then the linesAX ′, BY ′, CZ ′ are concurrent.

For k = −2, this point of concurrency is known to beX80, the reflection ofI in
Fe.
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Theorem 3(Hatzipolakis). The Euler lines of trianglesAAbAc, BBaBc, CCaCb

are concurrent atFe (see Figure 4).

Proof. If X ′ is the antipode ofX in the incircle,Oa the midpoint ofA andI, Ha

the orthocenter of triangleAAbAc, then clearlyHaOa is the Euler line of triangle
AAbAc. Also, ∠AbAAc = π − ∠AcIAb = B+C

2
. BecauseAI is a diameter

of the circumcircle of triangleAAbAc, it follows thatAHa = AI · cos B+C

2
=

AI · sin A

2
= r, wherer is the inradius of triangleABC. Clearly,IX ′ = r, and

it follows from Lemma 1 thatAHa ‖ IX ′. TrianglesAHaOa and IX ′Oa are
congruent, andX ′ is the reflection ofHa in Oa. HenceX ′ lies on the Euler line of
triangleAAbAc.
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If X∗ is the reflection ofI in X ′, we know by the Kariya theorem thatA, X∗,
andX80 are collinear. Now the homothetyh(I, 1

2
) takesA to Oa, X∗ to X ′, and

X80 to the Feuerbach pointFe. �

We establish one more theorem on the Feuerbach point. An equivalent formula-
tion was posed as a problem in [10].

Theorem 4. If X ′′, Y ′′, Z ′′ are the reflections ofX, Y , Z in AI, BI, CI, then the
linesDX ′′, EY ′′, FZ ′′ concur at the Feuerbach pointFe (see Figure 6).
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Proof. We show that the lineDX ′′ contains the Feuerbach pointFe. The same
reasoning will apply toEY ′′ andFZ ′′ as well.

Clearly,X ′′ lies on the incircle. If we callN the nine-point center of triangle
ABC, then the theorem will follow fromIX ′′ ‖ ND sinceFe is the external
center of similitude of the incircle and nine-point circle of triangleABC. Now,
becauseIX ‖ AH, and becauseO andH are isogonal conjugates,IX ′′ ‖ AO.
Furthermore, the homothetyh(G,−2) takesD to A andN to O. This proves that
ND ‖ AO. It follows thatIX ′′ ‖ ND. �

2. The Euler reflection point

The following theorem was stated by Paul Yiu in [11], and proved by barycentric
calculation in [8]. We give a synthetic proof of this result.

Theorem 5. The reflections ofOI in the sidelines of the intouch triangleDEF

are concurrent at the Feuerbach point of triangleABC (see Figure 7).
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Proof. Let us callI1 the reflection ofI in Y Z. By Theorem 1, the nine-point circle
of triangleAIC, which clearly passes throughY , Oa, Ca, also passes through
Fe. If S is the intersection ofY Z andAI, then clearlyA is the inverse ofS with
respect to the incircle. Because2 · IOa = IA and2 · IS = II1, it follows thatOa

is the inverse ofI1 with respect to the incircle. BecauseCa lies onXZ, its polar
line must pass throughB and be perpendicular toAI. This shows thatBa is the
inverse ofCa with respect to the incircle.

Now invert the nine-point circle of triangleAIC with respect to the incircle of
triangleABC. This circle can never pass throughI since∠AIC > π

2
, so the
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image is a circle. This shows thatY I1FeBa is a cyclic quadrilateral, so it follows
that∠FeI1Ba = ∠FeY X = ∠FeX

′X.
If we callA′′B′′C ′′ the circumcevian triangle ofI, then we notice that∠AAbAc =

∠AIAc = ∠A′′IC. Now, it is well known thatA′′C = A′′I, so it follows that
∠AAbAc = ∠ICA′′ = ∠C ′′B′′A′′. Similar arguments show that triangleAAbAc

and triangleA′′B′′C ′′ are inversely similar.
As we have pointed out before as a consequence of Lemma 2,AHa andIX ′

are parallel. By Theorem 3,FeX
′ is the Euler line of triangleAAbAc. Therefor,

∠FeX
′X = ∠OaX

′X = ∠OaHaA. We know that triangleAAbAc is inversely
similar to triangleA′′B′′C ′′. SinceO andI are the circumcenter and orthocenter
of triangleA′′B′′C ′′, it follows that∠OaHaA = ∠A′′IO = ∠OIA.

We conclude that∠FeI1S = ∠FeI1Ba = ∠FeY X = ∠FeX
′X = ∠AIO =

∠SIO. This shows that the reflection ofOI in EF passes throughFe. Similar
arguments for the reflections ofOI in XY andXZ complete the proof. �

A very similar result is stated in the following theorem. We give a synthetic
proof, similar to the proof of the last theorem in many ways. First, we will need
another lemma.

Lemma 6. The vertices of the polar triangle ofDEF with respect to the incir-
cle are the orthocenters of trianglesBIC, AIC, AIB. Furthermore, they are the
reflections of the excenters in the respective midpoints of the sides.

This triangle is the main subject of [9], in which a synthetic proof can be found.

Theorem 7. The reflections ofOI in the sidelines of the medial triangleDEF are
concurrent at the Feuerbach point of triangleABC (see Figure 8).
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Proof. Call I2 the reflection ofI in EF , andA∗ the orthocenter of triangleBIC.
The midpoint ofI andA∗ is calledM . Using Lemma 6, we know thatEF is the
polar line ofA∗ with respect to the incircle. A similar argument as the one we gave
in the proof of Theorem 5 shows thatI2 is the inverse ofM with respect to the
incircle.

Clearly,Fe, M , X, D all lie on the nine-point circle of triangleBIC. Call this
circle Γa and callΓ′

a the circumcircle of triangleIXX ′′. Clearly, the center of
Γ′

a is on AI. BecauseI is the orthocenter of triangleBA∗C, we have that the
reflection ofI in D is the antipode ofA∗ in the circumcircle ofA∗BC. Call this
pointL′. Consider the homothetyh(I, 2), MD is mapped, and hence is parallel, to
A∗L′. We know thatA∗ is the reflection inD of theA-excenter of triangleABC

(see [9]), soA∗L′ is also parallel toAI. It follows thatAI andMD are parallel.
If we call T the intersection ofAI andBC, then it is clear thatT lies onΓ′

a.
BecauseIT andMD are parallel diameters of two circles, there exists a homothety
centered atX which mapsΓ′

a to Γa. BecauseX lies on both circles, we now
conclude thatX is the point of tangency ofΓa andΓ′

a. Inverting these two circles
in the incircle, we see thatXX ′′ is tangent to the circumcircle ofXFeI2.

Finally, ∠MIO = ∠AIO + ∠MIA = ∠FeX
′X + ∠IMD = ∠FeXD +

∠XFeD = ∠FeXD+∠DXX ′′ = ∠FeXX ′′ = ∠FeI2X, where the last equation
follows from the alternate segment theorem. This proves thatI2Fe is the reflection
of OI in EF . Similar arguments forDF andDE prove the theorem. �

The following theorem gives new evidence for the strong correlation between
the nature of the Feuerbach point and the Euler reflection point.

Theorem 8. The three reflections ofHaOa in the sidelines of triangleAAbAc and
the lineOI are concurrent at the reflectionEa of Fe in AbAc. Similar theorems
hold for trianglesBBaBc, CCaCb (see Figure 9).

Proof. The 3 reflections ofHaOa in the sidelines of triangleAAbAc are concurrent
at the Euler reflection point of triangleAAbAc. We will first show that this point is
the reflection ofFe in AbAc.

The circle with diameterXHa clearly passes throughAb, Ac by definition of
Ab, Ac. It also passes throughFe, sinceHaFe = X ′Fe ⊥ XFe, so we conclude
thatFe, Ac, X, Ab are concyclic. BecauseAAcXAb is a parallellogram, we see
that the reflection in the midpoint ofAb andAc of the circle throughAb, Ac, X,
Fe is in fact the circumcircle of triangleAAbAc. We deduce that the reflection of
Fe in AbAc lies on the circumcircle of triangleAAbAc. SinceFe 6= Ha lies on the
Euler line of triangleAAbAc andEa lies on the circumcircle of triangleAAbAc,
we have proven that the reflection ofFe in AbAc is the Euler reflection point of
triangleAAbAc.

By theorem 7, it immediately follows thatEa lies onOI. This completes the
proof. �

We know that we can seeEa as an intersection point of the perpendicular to
AbAc throughFe with the circumcircle of triangleAAbAc. This line intersects the
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circle in another point, which we will callU . Similarly defineV andW on the
circumcircles of trianglesBBaBc andCCaCb.

Theorem 9. The linesAU , BV , CW are concurrent atX80, the reflection ofI in
Fe (see Figure 10).

Proof. The previous theorem tells us thatEa lies onOI. It follows that∠EaIOa =
∠OIA. In the proof of Theorem 5, we prove that∠AIO = ∠AHaOa. SinceFeEa

andAHa are parallel, we deduce thatEa, I, Oa andFe are concyclic. If we call
U ′ the intersection ofEaFe and the line throughA parallel toOaFe, then we have
that∠EaIA = ∠EaFeOa = ∠EaU

′A. It follows thatA, U ′, Ea, I are concyclic,
soU ≡ U ′.

Now consider a homothety centered atI with factor2. Clearly,OaFe is mapped
to a parallel line throughA, which is shown to pass throughU . The image of
Fe however isX80, soAU passes throughX80. Similar arguments forBV, CW

complete the proof. �
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